Races D6 / Zeuol
Name: Zeuol
Designation: Sentient
Average height: About 1.75 meters
Skin color: Pale white with pink accents
Hair color: Off-white
Eye color: Black
Distinctions: Large eyes
Homeworld: Ord Zeuol
Attribute Dice: 12D
Dex: 2D/4D
Know: 2D/4D
Mech: 2D/4D
Perc: 2D/4D
Str: 2D/4D
Tech: 2D/4D
Special Abilities:
Calm: Zeuol are a calm and peaceful race, and are
difficult to enrage, gaining a +2D to their willpower to resist becoming angry and acting emotionally.
Story Factors:
Formal: Zeuol tend to dress formally and wear tasteful clothing and jewellery whenever possible
displaying the same control over their appearance that they hold over their emotions.
Move: 10/12
Description: The Zeuols were a species of sentient, pale-faced beings recognizable for their large, solidblack eyes and coarse, off-white hair. At least some members of the species ventured into the galaxy at
large, and at the end of the Clone Wars, the Mid Rim world of Ord Zeuol was represented in the Galactic
Senate by a female Zeuol named Eeusu Estornii. Estornii attended the funeral of PadmÃ© Amidala,
senator and former queen of the planet Naboo, in 19 BBY.
Biology and appearance
The Zeuols' facial features distinguished them from other sentient species. Set against their pale-white
skin, their countenance sported a high brow, a mouth bordered by prominent pink lips, a long nose that
ended in two oblong nostrils, and two pronounced ocular ridges. Located at either side of the nose, the
eye sockets contained two large, ovular, pitch-black eyes rimmed with pink flesh. Coarse, ropey, off-white
hair came from the scalp, growing long enough in some specimens to cascade down the humanoid neck
and shoulders. Two humanoid arms extended from the shoulders and ended in white, thin-fingered

hands with fingernails that grew long and gray in at least some cases. Adult Zeuols were capable of
growing to roughly 1.75 meters tall. The Zeuol species had at least one sex, female.
Society and culture
By the time of the Clone Wars, at least some Zeuols had access to spacefaring technology and were
able to visit distant planets. A female Zeuol's personal adornments might have included an elaborate,
brocade gown that fell to the floor from a riveted leather collar about the shoulders. Such garb might have
been accented with a necklace, hair-tying jewelry, or metallic ornamentation worn between the eyes.
History
By the end of the Clone Wars in 19 BBY, the Zeuol Senator Eeusu Estornii represented the planet Ord
Zeuol in the Republic's Galactic Senate. The planet lay in the Mid Rim's Vilonis sector, near the planet
Naboo. Indeed, Estornii was one of thousands of attendees at the funeral of a fellow senator and
Naboo's former queen, PadmÃ© Amidala,[1 in 19 BBY.
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